Buick forum lesabre

This one started with an email from one of our local North Texas Chapter members to a few
other members. I received that initial email and filed it away in y mind. Evan's little truck was
running so bad that he was afraid to drive it back home to north Texas, about miles. He has had
it for a while and tried to repair it the best he can but now it was over heating to the point he
couldn't drive it anymore. I first called Evan's father to see if he would even be interested in a
Buick LeSabre. I then called the phone number in the email and talked to the original owner,
Tom. He was sympathetic and came down several hundred dollars immediately. So I arranged to
go with the dad to see and drive the car, and he wasn't disappointed. He took some pictures and
sent them to Evan. Of course, his son was interested. Look at the pictures and you can see why.
Evan plans to keep it through college then see what happens then. But at least he has a
dependable car to drive until then. And he can come home when ever he wants and drive in
comfort. I've lost count of how many of these 's Buicks that I have helped pass on to others.
Most of them are still being used daily. It feels good every time,. Several years ago, a local
younger guy that was doing the rodeo circuit had to change from a pickup truck to something
more economical as he was doing a national circuit. He and a buddy usually drove together to
save on costs. The car that was pictured in the local newspaper was a '90s LeSabre 4-door. He
talked about the comfort AND the fact the trunk could accommodate all of their saddles and
related items. And, of course, the Buick was "value priced". Thing is that many younger people
overlook these Buicks as "an old folks' car". BUT both demographics can appreciate them for
the same reasons! A much better choice than many others out there! Nice job! I had a '94 and
loved the car. An honest 30 MPG too. Todays cars promise that but my smaller Regal with two
less cylinders will only get 27 on the open road. Bring back the It may have hit it's development
limit but it was a great engine! I know younger kids are not interested in these Buicks. That's
why I called his father first. I didn't want to contact the seller if Evan wasn't interested in an old
Buick. At this point, he would take anything. But he seemed very excited to get the LeSabre. He
brought his girlfriend, too. She seemed more excited than Evan, probably because she won't be
needed to haul him around anymore. And she lives in Houston, so Evan can drive to see her
more frequently now. These cars are excellent values! Although they may require the lower
intake manifold gasket replacement sometime in the 70, - to - 80,mile range, this is usually a
one-time repair with the improved aftermarket gasket. For the initial purchase price, these cars
are tough to beat! My year old twin daughters drive a '95 LeSabre and a '99 Regal. My wife
drives a LeSabre and I drive a '96 Riviera. All four cars are powered by the great Buick V6. I love
these cars. Doesn't that have the same basic underpinnings as the cubic inch 3. The engine's
lineage dates all the way back to the first Buick V6 in And I credit this engine with preserving
General Motors' passenger car business through the 's and into the 21st Century. In view of
some of the troubled engines that GM was producing during the 's and 's, the was the one
shining star. And it was always built at Buick City in Flint. As some of you may remember,
Teresa wants a Buick the same vintage as she is I was puttering around online recently and
showed her a nice looking low mileage Century wagon. She's intrigued. My granddaughter
returned to Texas in Sept from Australia While she was not excited about either she chose the
Lucerne. During the 7 weeks she use the car, she made several trips to Dallas to meet with
college friends and they started raving about the Lucerne which broke the ice and she came to
really like the Lucerne. She got a job and they furnished her a vehicle, a RAV4 but she says
there is no comparison with the Lucerne. While the company she is with has headquarters in
Austin, her territory is much of the Dallas area so now she is living in North Dallas and close to
her college friends. Kind of makes you wonder if the advertising market has some influence on
what some buyers think they want. They're all hyped up to be trendy until they've driven the
"car of their dreams" and then get to compare it to something like the above mentioned
LeSabres and Lucernes and get to know what true driving comfort is. Experience is a great
teacher. I have seen some older guys get all hyped up about the car of their dreams. Some even
think about using a 50 year old car for a daily driver. I think they get to know what the true
driving experience, not just comfort, is. Ah, yes -- same can be said for the owners, which tends
to remove some of the rose colored windshield tinting The 's main "claim to fame" is the
balance shaft it came to have, which also was when the "" nomenclature appeared. The original
engine was either or cid, I believe. The came a few years later? The turbo s were just one step in
the progression to the latest s. MANY differences since then! There was one evolutionary
redesign where about the only things which carried over from one year to the next was the
displacement. Much rotating mass was removed from the guts, for better performance and fuel
economy. Another year, fuel injectors were re-targeted for better emissions and fuel economy.
Almost had to have a scorecard to keep up, sometimes! The clanging lower pulley was one.
EACH of the later "high feature" V-6 engines has had their problems. The wheels don't know
what makes them turn, but marketing certainly does! We all know that each design has their

"best years", plus if the basic tooling needs replacing, why not do some upgrades and
"something different" at the same time? The SCs came at a time when turbo motors couldn't
easily pass cold-start emissions. The turbo acted like a heat sink and the cat converter would
not fire off soon enough. Supercharged motors didn't have that issue. Nor the need for
"spooling up" for max power on demand! But the had some durability issues with the front
bearing on the supercharger, PLUS the need for the special Supercharger Oil and getting it
changed every so often! Most of the normal s were geared with a 3. The '90s and later LeSabres
had a 2. It took about 82mph for them to break rpm at cruise! One reason for the great highway
mileage. One thing I liked was that a part-throttle downshift would string-out the upshift similar
to my '70 Skylark with a 2. Lucernes were nice cars, but didn't have the following the prior Park
Avenues tended to. The typical Lucerne original-buyer's demographics usually took good care
of them, so many are in great condition. The 3. Even fire came around mid-year When I started
looking about an oil pump housing for my '68 LeSabre, it was the same current part number as
for the then-current V THAT was interesting! I have owned a '90 Bonneville and a '92 Le Sabre
with the In a word: Bullitproof. Both of my cars succumbed to multiple other issues while the
engines continued to run flawlessly Was there ever a 4. I thought there was such around but
have not researched it. You are thinking of the 4. The 4. Yes, a very nice engine. They used it
mainly in the larger series Buick's as it developed more torque. The bore was enlarged to 3.
Additionally, the 4. Its only weakness was the intake valve seals. This was the first naturally
aspirated GM V-6 to feature a 4-barrel carburetor. Interesting thing was that the fwd Impala
police package performed "right with" the Ford 4. But did it on less fuel, which was an important
consideration for some. BOTH engines were rated at approx. The front sheet metal on the fwd
Buick Century was longer to accommodate the wider width of that engine, being a 90 degree V-6
as the other GM V-6s were narrower 60 degree V-6s. Which also played well with that engine
being available in Cadillacs, I suspect. To get back somewhat on topic, one other consideration
is the fact that these cars are VERY inexpensive to insure, even with full coverage. I am an
insurance agent with over 36 years of experience and one thing I tell my clients when they are
looking at a first car or even second, third, etc for their child is to get something the child's
grandmother would enjoy driving. They can be obtained cheaply and as such, some just put
liability coverage on them as replacing the car with one of like kind is so inexpensive and it
keeps the costs down for the customer. My own son purchased a Town Car with 46, miles on it
about 4 years ago. These types of cars do not have the "flash" of a Mustang or Camaro or
Honda one of the MOST expensive brands to insure out there, believe it or not but will give
YEARS of trouble free service and you know that the previous owner did service and maintain
them as they were typically owned by older folks, one's that have the economic means to
maintain the vehicle. They make excellent value's in todays economic times. The cost of
ownership is unbelievably low of these autos. Much more so than any "flashy" car out there, I
guarantee. Well said, Brad. My experiences with rescuing these 's Buicks is that people won't
even consider them until they are desperate. I have to lead the people to the cars. It is only after
they actually see it that they become interested, with me constantly telling them how good a
deal it is. I have a 16 year old son, and he will be looking for a car soon. Even after seeing me
turn over these cars to happy new owners, he isn't interested in them. I tell him, it beats
walking. You are exactly correct, Roy. My 89 year old aunt moved last March from Ashland, KY
to here with me and is now in assisted living locally. She owns a LeSabre Custom and, when we
drove it up last March, had just over 24, miles. Still had the factory delivered tires mounted
which I promptly changed. It's only issue was that it sat out all these years and had some minor
issues with the headlights being cloudy and the typical GM headliner drooping. Headliner is
next. Gave it a quick detail with some much needed wax and the old girl cleaned up pretty well
the car, not Aunt Polly. Talk about unloved So I tried to sell the car as Aunt Polly will be needing
funds for the extended care facility. I kept it I need another car like I need another hole in my
head. My daughter lives in Springfield, IL and it's a little over 6 hours from door to door. I'm
using the LeSabre to make the trips. How come no one else see's this? Are we just that smart,
or are we the dumb ones? Well, I wouldn't claim to be that smart. I think logical would be fair to
say. When it comes down to functional and dependable transportation, it would be difficult to
find another series or era of Buicks these days that are better. I don't mind driving an unpopular
car as long as it suits my needs. I have other Buicks I can drive for "fun". My Roadmaster Estate
Wagon was my daily driver for many years. I took my family cross-country in that car a lot,
attending many BCA Nationals in it. Now, no one in my family will be caught near it. And my son
said he'd never drive it, so I'd better find something else. Go figure. I recently acquired a '94
Roadmaster Estate wagon - the one with the LT1 package. My younger step-son and his girl
friend stopped by a week or so after I got it. They love it. They're both 30'ish. They now have a
Subaru Outback wagon and are planning a trip next summer which would include a bunch of

camping. After riding in the Estate wagon, they promptly decided that a similar wagon for them
would be perfect for comfort and hauling the gear they're planning to take with them. Once I put
all of the seats down, they decided that they could even "camp out" in the wagon with the stars
over their heads - the moon roof that's over the middle seat. So, not every younger person
shuns a good value in transportation. Those that think logically rather than "what will my peers
think" may have something going for them as well. That's what my friend said about his un-cool
Nash with reclining seats. My car almost as frumpy was a Plymouth 4dr, but sure beat the
bicycle that I retired. The instrument panel has enough real estate to install the latest and
trendiest "flashing light display" radio at Best Buy. Plenty of room under the back window for a
subwoofer big enough to "crack glass", too! Then all that would be needed is a set of air struts!
Plenty of room in the luggage compartment for the compressor to run them, too! Look at the
cars of the s and many has pretty plain body lines, with a few styling gee-gaws and moldings
defining the model and such, and provided "paint divider" lines for the two-tone paint. A little
imagination could spiff-up those Buicks, too! Certainly "out of character" for what's expected,
but unique personalized vehicles could result. Do the "trim" in shiny chrome-look "wrap"
material, for example. Great cars! The Mitsu V-6 needed more guts to easily cruise over 64mph
with the top down, unlike prior LeBaron Turbo convertibles, but those were minor things fixed
by the Chry 2. EVERY one of them! I then started looking at who was driving those cars. I finally
found a something couple in one, with the man driving. It had some tri-spoke custom wheels
AND they had the top down. Even so, NOT the typical vibe of a young male who drives a pickup
truck for the "macho" look and peer acceptance after all, this IS Texas! So all of those era ads of
younger people being at the beach in a convertible, having fun, just didn't transfer to these later
convertibles! Unless it might be a Mustang! During "the drought years" of USA sporty cars, I
was at a new car show as the grandson crawled into a Mitsu Spyder as if that's what he wanted
in the future, as his grand father watched. I just shook my head. Where were the USA brands??
This can also relate to the general mood of the nation, too! After the nicer and brighter metallics
of the middle s, by '79 things had gone drab again. Several years later, more bright colors, but
fewer of them. Many pastels and such on the higher level cars, plus the lessening of adornment
trim, spelled "dull" in any language no matter high shiny the wax made the paint. They
succeeded in going for the Euro look in that respect, but the Euro brands had enough cache to
not get hurt by it. Go on almost any new car lot today and its "white, black, and gray", typically.
No matter what brand of vehicle it is. Small cars have bright colors, as do many pickups, but
cars and SUVs are usually in the wbg colors. Unfortunately, many of the USA brands have lost
several generations of young potential buyers, over the past 30 years. GM's beloved "brand
management" figured into the demise of some product sales, too, by observation. When
younger people purchased an earlys big car, they bragged about how much fuel economy it
didn't get. Now the same demographic might get an import brand and brag about how much
parts for it cost. College tuition, for example! You need to be a member in order to leave a
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Howdy, Stranger! Sign in or Register. On Edmunds. Visit Edmunds How-To Guides. Service
Centers in. Browse Forums by:. What Edmunds Says Pros. July edited March in Buick. Post
your LeSabre issues here. April Is there a map sensor on this car. I'd recommend not throwing
parts at it until you have it diagnosed for codes. I believe you may be able to do that with the
underdash ASDL. But 94 may be the year they changed and a reader is needed. See if Autozone
will be able to read them free for you. I've heard this problem mentioned in other discussions
but can't recall the types of outcomes they had. July Hey all. I'm new here and currently own a
Buick LeSabre. Unfortunately recently I have had numerous issues with it and have had many
parts replaced, including the battery, alternator twice , serpentine belt, and a relay for my
cooling fan. My car now runs thankfully, since the alternator had been bad, but I'm still having
issues with the car cutting out on me. Usually I have to start the car about 6 or 7 times before
it'll stay running, allowing me to put it in reverse or drive. Any idea what could be causing the
engine to die on me when I put it in drive or reverse? Also it'll cut out on me if I simply let off the
gas. Thanks for any information you can give me. You need to give some mileage numbers and
maintenance history. It could be fuel filter, it could be carboned up air intake leading from air
filter to the intake manifold where the butterfly valve is, it could be crankshaft sensor or
camshaft sensor that tells the computer where the motor is in relation to ignition firing. Always
think simplest first. Were the battery cables inspected throroughly including the double
connector on the positive terminal, if it has one? They can corrode from acid down into the
copper cable; the ends can appear okay but you find the actual cable corroding away inside the
plastic coating. Check the ends of all grounds and positive wires at the other ends. Loosen and
retighten. AC and within last 60K miles? Book recommended type? Not something in red box
with dragons on it from box store? I have a Lesabre with about k miles on it. When initially
accelerating from a stop, the car makes a loud clanking noise which comes from the left rear
area. It's hard to descirbe, but it sort of sounds like dragging a chain across concrete. It only
occurs briefly and goes away past mph. Any information on this would be great. My windows
are slow coming up. I usually have to pull up the one on the passenger side to get it moving.
What do you think? How do I get the door panels off to look at them and clean them? The car
has K miles, but mostly has been well cared for. August I am pleased with my LeSabre. Has
anyone else had a problem with the wheels rusting? My car is a celebration edition, has 16"
chrome wheels. Was made in late May Now just 2 years old the front wheels are covered in rust.
I'd thought that brake dust was covering them, but on closer inspection, no, it's rust. I'm
wondering if this is covered by warrenty. Now you know why I am looking at the Toyota Camry. I
think Toyota could even pull 1 in Sales this year?? The quality just isn't there but it is with the
Toyota. The paint on my Lesabre is starting to bubble from underneath. The paint hasn't
cracked or broken yet. It had on the last car I had. Is there a recall for this or how do I contact
some one about this. Thanks, susieskunk. September I have a 93 LeSabre 4 door, V6 Automatic.
Recently while I had the AC running, the blower began to become intermittent and even though
it was on high speed, it would modulate between speeds and or completely shut off for a time. I
took it to a local shop and they told me the codes read that the freon was low and that caused a
sensor to turn off the blower and lock to the "econ setting". He convinced me that it would
require a retrofit and new type of refrigerant. A couple hours later they called and said the code
read the temp control module in the dash was bad. I purchased a used one from a wrecking
yard and had the same problem. I took it to a Buick dealer and was told by the shop mechanic
after an inspection that these type of problems are difficult to trace and can cost thousands to
eventually locate and repair. He told me it was again low on refrigerant and to take it back to the
first place as it was guaranteed not to leak. Once back at shop 1, they checked and said it was a
little low and filled it back up but could not find a leak even with dye in the system. It worked
great for a day then the same problem happened and the blower only works intermittently or not
at all. Again shop 1 checked and said there was no leak and the refrigerant was not low. The
codes were clear and indicated no problems even though there is. Since it is fall, the AC ceased
to be much of a concern and the need for a heater is now the focus but, that does not even
work. If all else fails, can I bypass the control, and hot wire the heater? I'm guessing that you
had automatic temperature control with a digital readout for setting the temperature? If I'm right,
your mechanic should have check the blower control module that's in the housing near the
blower motor on the firewall under the hood. The blower control module does what the resistors
do on a standard blower setup only it's electronic giving more speeds. Follow the power line
from the blower motor to the unit, about 4 in x 1 in x 6 inches. It goes into the air path inside the
housing endwise and the air stream cools it. They typically fail and the blower won't shut off
even with the key off. Sometimes they give strange speeds on the blower with erratic changes.
That's what ours did. I believe they're available at Advance Auto parts, the chain store and of
course recycling yards. October I also have a and the paint on mine is bubbling at the lip of the

hood and deck. I have been told that this is due to the fact that the hood and deck are
aluminum, and this is the aluminum reacting to the paint over time. I don't think their is any
recall, but the good news is that aluminum corrosion does not rot through nearly as fast as
steel, and is easier to repair. I'm not a mechanic or body guy, but stripping, priming and
repainting the area should practically fix it for good. Hope this helps. Several discussions have
been created to address the various issues you may be experiencing. If nothing fits, please
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